For a Banach algebra A one-to-one operators with closed range on C"(S, A) are characterized in terms of the associated vector measures given by the Riesz Representation Theorems Multiplicatively symmetric operators are also studied
S T. L CHOY Theorem 2.1. An operator T: CQ(S, A) -C()(S, A) is one-to-one and has a closed range iff 2"=tm(e,)xl = 0 implies that x. -0 for {<?,} G 9(S) and x, E A with \\X,\\ «1(1= 1,2,. ..,#!).
Proof. Suppose, for every 2"= ,(le ® x,). T**(2\e 9 x,) = 0 implies 2(1, ® x,)
-0. Let gó be any element in C*(S, A) and let M= [T**(2\e9 x,): {e,} E^(S),x,EA, ||x,|| < l}.
Then M is a linear subspace of C**(S, A). Define a linear functional f¿ on A/ by /ov>*(2l,,®*,)) = (2l,,®*,)U).
Since T**(2.\e ® x,) = 0 implies 21,®*,= 0,/0' is well defined. Furthermore,
Therefore f¿ is continuous on A/ and so can be extendedto a continuous linear functional/' on C**(S, A). Since /'(T**(2lf,®x,)) = (21f®x,)(g0), we see, by taking the limit process, that /'(T**(/))=/(g0) (fEC0(S,A)).
Recall that T**(f) E C0(S, A) for all/ G C0(5, /I). Hence, when/' is considered as a functional on C0(S, A), g'Q= T*f and so T* is an onto mapping. Therefore This completes the proof of the theorem.
3. Remarks. Theorem 2.1 is valid when A is only a Banach space. In the proof of sufficiency of Theorem 2.2, T is not necessarily to be one-to-one. It is interesting to determine whether Theorem 2.2 is true in general even if T is not one-to-one. 4 . Example. The paper concludes with an example to illustrate Theorem 2.1. Let S be the natural numbers equipped with the discrete topology, and let A be a Banach space. Denote \X(A)= \x=(x,):xtEAanà f IU, II < ooj . "
Then \X(A) is a Banach space with the norm defined by ||jc|| = 2IUJI for x -(xt).
It is shown by Dobrakov [7] that C^(S, A) = 1 ,(/!*). Then A' C C0(S, H). We shall show that K is weakly conditionally compact. Recall that a set in a Hubert space is relatively weakly sequentially compact iff it is bounded. Let {y"} = {2^xm(E,n)x';} be in K. Then each y" is of the form y" = (a,x"). For each /, {atx": «=1,2_}
is bounded in H and so. without loss of generality, we can assume that {a,x") -y, E H weakly. Hence, for each / G H, ;=1 1=1
That is K is weakly conditionally compact and we conclude that T is weakly compact. Furthermore T is one-to-one and onto iff an ¥= 0 for each n. I would like to thank the referee for pointing out Dobrakov's result [7] to me. It shortens the proofs of Example 4.1 in the original version of the manuscript.
